
Discussion Questions for the week of November 7th           
 

 

BIG IDEA: Many of us have grown up knowing or quickly grown to know the 
resounding anthem: Read your Bible. The thing is most of us don’t know the 
true How or Why.  

What does the process of reading the Bible look like for you? 
Is that a part of your daily routine or when would you make time? Do you 
know where you’d start or what to read? 

 

 
 
 

 
 
DISCUSSION: 

1.  How would you go about finding a verse on a particular topic (anger, pride, etc.) in the Bible without using google or 
searching in an app? 
(Kids may have no solution- show the concordance)  

 
Read 2 Corinthians 5:1-9 
 

2. Ask students- Who wrote this book?(Wait until someone can tell you how they know for sure. And you can take 
everyone to 2 Corinthians 1:1-6) 
 

3. So why is Paul writing this letter? Who is he writing to? (Are they believers, non-believers? What’s the circumstances 
of his audience, where they live etc.) 
 

4. Ok so now we have context and need to run everything we read and observe/interpret through the grid of what was 
the original purpose of this instruction coupled with the truth from 2 Timothy 3:16-17. (Have someone read those 
verses.) 

Back 2 Corinthians 5:1-9 again. Let’s read together with a new lens.  
 

5. This Sunday, Sean gave us an acronym for our time studying scripture. Who remembers what those letters are and 

what they stand for?  
Read…What is it saying?  Examine…What does it mean?  Apply…How does it’s meaning affect me?  Pray…God’s words 
transform me and stick. 

6. Let’s do the R, what is 2 Corinthians 5:1-9 saying and what is the tent supposed to be referring to? What symbolizem 

or metaphor is this? 
 

7. E, we are now Examining the meaning of these words. Why would Paul have told these people things like vs 6? What 

does that mean we have an eternal house? What else threw anyone for pause? What else was hard to understand? 
 

8. Looking at these 9 verses again how can we run these through the grid of 1 Timothy 3:16-17. Which is a long way of 

saying, how can this Apply to us today? 
 

9. Can you think of any cross-refernces to this passage? Anything you’ve heard taught or also read with similar themes? 

(Hint: retreat theme was camp and we studied Psalm 84 can we add on to what we’re learning here?) Also, Galatians 
2:20 is a famous verse about life and death. 
 

10. As we’ve sought to Apply and emphazise these teachings from this particular passage to our life. We really want to ask 
the question, how should knowing what I know now change who I am today? How should it transform my life? 
(Think of science class the difference between Physical change and Chemical change. Chemical changes the state, 

composition and identity of the substance. When you add Oxygen to 2 Hydrogen it’s now water. – If you actually know 
science feel free to change and correct!) 
 

11.  Pray. How do we pray this truth to stick. Through prayer we are asking God that this seed would grow a root in our 
life. What do you pray for from this passage? 
 

KEEP IT GOING (YOU GOT THIS): 
12. For further practice spread students out with their bibles and journals and have them try REAP on their own with 2 

Corinthians 4:7-18, this is the pre-cursor to what we just read as a group. Let them practice answering on their own.  

 
13. Final thought- REAP is a term used in harvest. You sew seeds and reap the crop aka plant and pick. When we sew 

scriputure into our lives, hearts, and mind we reap the John 10:10 life. (Fulfilled and abundant in Christ). Also, “reap” 
is used a ton in Galatians 6. Just for those who want to maybe make that their next devotion time. ☺ 

ICE BREAKER: 

When is a time your family got really lost? (Think road trip story.) 


